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Finnish Muslim and Protestant Background Youth’s
Discourses on Religion and Religious Commitment
Anuleena Kimanen
ABSTRACT
This article compares discourses on religion and religious com-
mitment of Muslim and Protestant background young people
in the Finnish capital region. It is based on 12 interviews of 19
teenagers, which are analyzed following Fairclough’s stages of
discourse analysis. The analysis shows that the Muslim back-
ground youth position themselves as insiders, whereas most
of the Protestant background youth distance themselves from
religion, although not totally. The Protestant background
youth position themselves as autonomous individuals some-
what consistently, whereas the Muslim background youth
emphasize their autonomy only when talking about instruc-
tions given by the school. These differences are bound to
affect classroom interaction.
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A DISCOURSE ANALYTIC APPROACH TO YOUNG PEOPLE’S
CONCEPTIONS OF RELIGION
This article examines how Finnish teenagers talk about religion, religious
commitment, and its formation. In this process, concepts like autonomy
and authority are defined and contested. This article is based on the dis-
course analytic assumption that all conceptions are linguistic and socially
constructed.1 Thus, all we can know about young people’s views is how
they talk about them, that is, what discursive practices they adopt and how
they use them. The study was conducted as part of a project aiming at a
deeper understanding of how pupils of Lutheran and Islamic religious edu-
cation (hence RE) view the subject and interpret the substance of
the classes.
Different understandings of the concept of religion have been an object
of interest in the last few decades. One reason for this is the growing
awareness that religion does not mean the same in every context.2 This is
also a topic that should be taken into account in debates on different mod-
els of RE and the relevance of RE as a subject.
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This article also provides a cross-cultural perspective on the discourses of
teenagers. If only Muslim or only Lutheran pupils’ discourses were pre-
sented, one would easily be led to interpret the specific features as cultural,
depending on Islamic or Protestant conceptions or home cultures. Given
the comparative approach, an opportunity is provided to reflect on the
influence of the age level of the pupils. How they use the discursive practi-
ces from their sociocultural environments reflects their capacities, which
develop with age. It should be stressed that no monolithic Islamic culture
is assumed to exist in the background of the Muslim pupils. However, their
discourses may reflect their situation as a religious minority both in
Finland and in the school, showing that they use or relate to dominant dis-
courses both in their homes and in the wider community. In Finland, the
majority of the population (72.9%) belongs to the Lutheran church.3 The
proportion of Muslims is estimated as 1.3%.4
Apart from religion as such, this article also pays attention to the ways
in which religious commitment is talked about. Commitment is a term that
covers topics like religiousness and religious development when regarded as
positioning in relationship to religion. At the same time, talking about
these topics often includes positioning in relationship to religious author-
ities, family, and peers. These issues have been widely researched, and this
article contributes to that research as well.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
There is some Scandinavian research on young people’s discourses on reli-
gion that can be compared to the Finnish case. Kerstin von Br€omssen has
compared the ways Swedish teenagers from different religious and nonreli-
gious backgrounds talk about religion. She found that Muslim pupils talked
about religion as something one was born into, which led them to assume
that their ethnic Swedish peers were Christian. The Swedish interviewees,
by contrast, saw religion as something that restricted their immigrant
friends’ lives and that they were not particularly interested in.5 In Anders
Sj€oborg’s study, young people talking about religion constructed it as some-
thing connected with the Other, like people of the past or distant cultures.
They also expressed the “need to relate to the cultural norm of individual
integrity and autonomy”. For religious young people, religion stood for an
alternative to dominating ways of life in society.6
Karin Kittelman-Flensner (2015) has studied the ways religion is talked
about within RE classes in Sweden. She found that the most prominent dis-
course was a secularist one that included different themes, such as an
emphasis on science and individualism. Pupils very rarely positioned them-
selves as Christians in class, although they sometimes did so in private
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conversations. Muslims, on the other hand, expressed their Muslim identity
publicly on a number of occasions. Both Sj€oborg7 and Kittelman-Flensner
identified a discursive practice where Lutheran Christianity was connected
to national culture unlike any other religion.8
Marie von der Lippe has interviewed Muslim, Christian, and nonreli-
gious teenagers in Norway. Following Gerd Baumann, she distinguished
between dominant and demotic discourses in the interviewees’ speech. She
shows how dominant discourses in the culture can be so powerful that
although the interviewees try to use counter-discourses that are called dem-
otic (“of the people”) by von der Lippe, they end up using and reproducing
dominant discourses, like talking about Muslims as terrorists or immigrants
as a threat. 9
The question concerning young immigrant background Muslims’ religi-
osity is often to what extent they are allowed to choose their way of life.
Jacobsen has objected to the dichotomization of individual choice and
unreflective or forced conformity when talking about young Muslims in
Europe. Instead, she has examined how young Norwegian Muslims talk
about autonomy, intention, agency, and oppression.10
METHOD
This article follows Frans Wijsen in applying Fairclough’s stages of analysis
in interview data on religion-related issues.11 These stages include linguistic
practice (description), discursive practice (interpretation) and social practice
(explanation). Description focuses on linguistic features like wordings and
grammar, and interpretation tries to grasp what kind of sociocultural
resources, like schemata and scripts, conceptions of persons, situations and
things, are used. Explanation tries to establish the societal, institutional,
and situational determinants that affect the resources or are reproduced
through the discourse. This may include, for instance, constructing social
identities or subject positions that define the frames within which people
are able to act.12
Wijsen conducts each of these stages separately, but in my analysis the
stages are intertwined. Sometimes analysis of linguistic practice precedes
wider analysis of discursive practice (i.e., analysis of vocabulary paves the
way for the interpretation of meanings). On the other hand, sometimes
vocabulary provides keys for detecting the positions the speaker is con-
structing (i.e., social practice). Fairclough emphasizes the societal and insti-
tutional determinants, and his examples are mostly from mass media and
other public or official language use.13 Like in Wijsen’s study mostly, my
data is from private and confidential interviews. In them, societal power is
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present primarily in the form of dominant discourses and negotiations of
social identities and with authorities.
DATA
This article is based on 12 interviews with 19 interviewees, who partici-
pated in a research project with a focus on pupil perspective on RE at
school. The study took place in a lower secondary school where approxi-
mately one third of the pupils had another mother tongue than Finnish.
The interviews were conducted mostly as pair interviews in order to make
the situation more relaxed for the pupils. Twelve interviewees attended
Islamic RE, but in the Lutheran RE class only five were willing to be inter-
viewed. Thus a pilot interview with two Lutheran pupils from another
school was included in the data.
All of the Muslim interviewees had at least one parent who was born
abroad, mostly in Somalia, but some had roots in Bangladesh, Morocco,
and Iraq. Among the Lutheran RE pupils there was one pupil whose
parents were born abroad and who belonged to an international charis-
matic Christian community instead of Lutheran church.
RESULTS
Religion
Defining religion as primarily beliefs or rituals is a notion that is character-
istic of modern Christianity but does not do justice to many other experi-
ences of religion in the world.14 Instead, in Islam the word that is usually
translated “religion” is din, referring to a complete way of life and obedi-
ence to it.15 This was reflected in the young people’s interviews.
In all the interviews with the Muslim background pupils, religion was
talked about as rules or restrictions at least on some occasions. In the fol-
lowing, Khalima A. and Naado respond to my question what does religion
mean to them:
Khalima A.: (quietly) “Almost everything.”
Naado: (quietly) “Quite a lot.”
Khalima A.: (a bit louder) “Like our occupation, they have to be like approved
by religion… ”
[… ]
Naado: “All your life has to be approved…”
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K: “You have to dress according to religion, you have to behave according to your
religion, everything, all our life is about religion.” (M116.)
In the first excerpt there are actually two discursive practices. Khalima
A.’s and Naado’s first reaction to my question about religion’s significance
is “everything”. Then they start to list restrictions that religion imposes on
them. One linguistic feature is worth noticing: Khalima A. uses quite for-
mal vocabulary and structures (“approved by”, “according to”). She pro-
nounces especially” “according to” very carefully.17 Another nonverbal
feature in their talk is the sudden lowering of their voices when they begin
answering my question. The girls seem to resort to the most important dis-
cursive resources where religion is concerned: they express its all-encom-
passing nature and the various rules that affect their decisions. They also
associate it with their lives, thus presenting themselves as committed
Muslims, which can be regarded as a social practice. This is strengthened
by the non-verbal features and more formal language used: it also gives the
signal that religion is something special and venerable.
Religion was also talked about as a personal faith:
Zahra: “Because I believe in God and I have believed since I can remember [… ] my
Finnish friends [… ] often say, like, hey, nothing proves that God exists so why do
you [plural form, Muslims?] believe in it and so, so I am often like [… ] for instance
if I am one day without praying or doing anything, worshipping God, I start to feel
weird, [… ] so I have to remember God at least during the day.” (M3)
Zahra here talks about religion using personal, emotional vocabulary, but
also formal language like “worship” occurs. She uses the discursive practice
of tying religion to her life history and emotions. She starts to describe an
encounter, a situation where her “Finnish” friends challenge her and other
Muslims’ faith with rationalist speech. After this description, Zahra returns
to using emotional discourse. Later in the interview, Zahra again addresses
the debate about the existence of God and uses more rationalistic discursive
practices. Here, however, she describes herself as a person who because of
her life history cannot help believing in God, in other words she keeps to
an emotional discourse. In the social level she defines herself as an outsider
of the group of “the Finnish”, and in this extract the difference between
the Finns and her own reference group is in believing in God and practic-
ing faith.
Whereas Zahra talked about her personal beliefs in an emotional way,
the only occasions where other Muslim participants talked about religion
as beliefs was linked with religion as restrictions (M1, M2, M4). This dis-
cursive practice, namely, touched upon the Last Judgement:
Yusuf: “So it’s that kind of thing that it’s almost always in my mind. (vividly) I know
what is after death. First comes the end of the world. Then we go before God. Then
God asks what bad and what good we have done.”
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[… ]
Mehdi: (loudly) “I am scared that I don’t get to Paradise! Because we have done such
bad things, for instance I’ve got an earring, he’s got an earring.” (laughs)
[… ]
Yusuf: “Well, it is not about an earring but bigger things that one has done.” (M2)
These boys, especially Yusuf, did not present themselves as particularly
committed Muslims in the interview. On the contrary, Yusuf was often
critical about religious restrictions. But when I asked about images of reli-
gion they had, Yusuf started to talk about the Last Judgement and Mehdi
followed him. Mehdi’s loud voice and his small laugh at the end indicate
that he is not totally serious. This kind of mixing seriousness and fun was
a very frequent discursive practice in their interview. The boys are familiar
with the discursive practices on the Last Judgement and use them from
an insider’s position. Yusuf seems to adopt a position of a person who is
able to explain the Islamic faith to an outsider. He does not let Mehdi
distract him totally but makes sure at the end of the excerpt that Islam is
not depicted as a religion where men go to Hell because they wear-
ing earrings.
Eschatological preoccupation was also identified as a main theme in
Ipgrave’s study on Muslim children.18 The discursive practice of connecting
the restrictions and the Last Judgement in deed seems to have power over
Mehdi and Yusuf and restrict their willingness to break the rules. Still, the
rules are negotiable, at least for Yusuf, who defines earrings as insignificant
in the face of the Last Judgement.
The Protestant background pupils talked about religion as restrictions
only when talking about other people. A similar discourse in every inter-
view, however, was religion as rituals. In the following Heikki answers my
question on discussing religion at home.
Heikki: “That has not been discussed so much, in fact. That I have not been told
to go to church on Sundays or anything. [… ] But we do celebrate. Easter and
Christmas and other things. I guess it has not been a subject of discussion more than
that.” (P3)
Talking about religion, for Heikki, would mean requirements, for
instance, going to church. This, in fact, could be regarded as a rule or
restriction, and for Heikki this was a discursive practice he knew, but that
was not part of his family life. However, he does not position himself and
his family totally outside of the religions like the ethnic Swedish interview-
ees of the same age of von Br€omssen.19 He recognized, however, that talk-
ing about Christian festivals could be understood as discussing religion.
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Religion as faith was a discursive practice used by two Lutheran inter-
viewees (P1, P4), but Kaisla and Anna challenged it with a discourse of
religion as belonging when asked if they would call themselves Christians:
Kaisla: “Yes, I am, I still belong to church.”
Anna: “Well, in principle yes I am Christian. (pause) In principle. But ’cause I don’t
believe in God I don’t know then, how it like [… ] describes me correctly, the word
Christian. Although I was baptized and I belong to church.”
Kaisla: “If I was asked, then I would say so.”
[… ]
R: “But this contradiction doesn’t mean that you wouldn’t like to say so if you
were asked.”
Anna: “No.”
Kaisla: “I do belong to church, don’t I?” (P5)
Anna balances between discourses of religion as faith and religion as
belonging, and the latter seems to win in the end. Kaisla, however, is
consistent in talking about religion as belonging. Thus they participate
in the social practice of drawing the boundaries of Christianity by
belonging and being baptized. The frequency of this practice in Finland
has not been investigated as such, but ecclesiastical surveys show that it
is over two times more common to consider oneself as Lutheran than
believe in God as taught by Christianity.20 It is worth noticing that the
girls avoid the using terms like “proper Christian”. Instead, defining
Christianity by belonging provides room for many types of membership.
What it means to the girls personally or what agencies it creates,
remains obscure.
Olli and Heikki talked about religion as nonharmful on more than one
occasions. Here are two examples:
Olli: “My parents are a bit like me like that it [religion] is not anything so important
but there is no harm either in going there [to church] and so on.” (P1)
Heikki: “It [religion] hasn’t caused very many quarrels as far as I can see, [for
example] what religion you adhere to and such like. So I guess it doesn’t do much
harm.” (P3)
Both boys position themselves as tolerant towards religion, but Olli posi-
tions himself more like an insider than Heikki. “There is no harm” is here
a discursive practice with which they argue for their position without asso-
ciating specific positive features to religion, which in turn would make their
position more committed to religion.
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The discourses on religion differ between the two groups. The biggest
similarity between them are the most frequent discourses in each group:
religion as restrictions for the Muslims and religion as rituals for the
Lutherans. This probably reflects the more general notion of religion in
those two groups: Islam is often seen as a way of life, as noted in the
beginning of this section, and in secular Lutheran Finland the role of reli-
gion is most vital in calendar and liminal rites, although also in private
prayer.21 The two groups differ the most in positioning themselves in rela-
tion to religion. The Muslims mostly talk from an insider’s perspective
whereas the Lutheran pupils have different strategies to distance themselves
from religion without cutting the relationship altogether, as expressions like
“no harm” or “belonging instead of believing” suggest. These positions will
be elaborated in the following sections.
The Formation of Religious Commitment
It has been noted that within the study of religions, religious identities
have been seen as achieved, which reflects a Protestant notion according to
which adolescence is an important stage when an individual decides
whether he/she accepts the religion in which he/she has been raised. This
notion, however, ignores much that is embodied in childhood. Conversely,
in other religions identities are more seen as ascribed and stable.22
According to Islam, every child is born Muslim and without sin.
However, an individual needs both innate comprehension and knowledge
of God’s will in order to remain on the right path. From adolescence on, a
Muslim is responsible for following the Islamic way of life as a token of
obedience to God.23 In the Finnish Lutheran Church, the practice of
arranging confirmation schools for 15-year-olds underlines the need for a
shift from childhood’s faith to a more mature one. Up to 84.2% of young
people aged 15 attend the confirmation schools of Lutheran parishes and
organizations.24 At the time of this research, the Protestant background
interviewees belonging to the Lutheran church had at least started their
confirmation schools, which gave a special opportunity to reflect on their
relationship to the Lutheran church.
The Muslim interviewees talked about becoming a Muslim in terms of
being born and early socialization:
Khalima A.: “We were born to Muslims. If my Mom weren’t a Muslim, we weren’t
Muslims either.” (M1)
Musa: “I remember always, when I was just little, my father always took me with
him to the mosque.” (M4)
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Zahra: “I’ve got to have a scarf always, so that’s probably because I was brought up
since I was small to have a scarf all the time, so I think it’s just better than that I
was suddenly at fifteen told that you’ve got to wear a scarf every day from now
on.” (M3)
The Islamic notion that every child is born Muslim was brought up
in two interviews (M4, M5), though Khalima A. states that if her
mother were not a Muslim she and her siblings would not be Muslims.
Zahra talks about wearing a scarf as something embodied, and Musa
connects the mosque to his early religious socialization. Some (M1, M4)
talked about Quranic school when asked about religious upbringing
at home.
Some of the Protestant background pupils talked in a similar manner:
Olli: “[I’ve become a Christian] through parents, since they’ve been baptized, too,
and so that [… ] mostly that. [… ] Since I couldn’t before that, ’cause when I was
baptized, I don’t remember anything about it and I couldn’t say anything since I
couldn’t talk properly. [… ] But I guess I wouldn’t have objected to it then, now that
I think about it.” (P1)
Laura: “It may be because when you live with Mom, like she is really excited to
celebrate Christmas and she waits for it so you always get the kind of good feeling
there, you get into it.” (P2)
For the Protestant background youth, the religious community only
played a role in Niilo’s and Susanna’s case. Niilo had earlier attended
the Lutheran parish children’s choir and mentioned this as part of his
religious upbringing (P1). When I asked Susanna, whose family belonged
to a charismatic congregation, how she had become a Christian,
she replied,
Susanna: “In our congregation there are these, children’s, small groups. They’re like,
we have been taught about God. And I mean I was not the only one there, also my
pals, so that… we all believed together.” (P4)
Susanna was preparing for her baptism at the time of the interview, but
here she associates her becoming a Christian with her childhood and the
congregation. There she had received instruction on religion but also had
peers with the same experience. It is, however, worth noting that Susanna
uses the past tense, “we all believed together”. A little later she says:“but I
guess I began to believe for real somewhere round 12 years” (P4). Belief
created by peers and simple instruction was something that belonged to the
past and was replaced by personal faith, a more “real” faith. This probably
reflects the discursive practices of a charismatic congregation. Besides this,
Susanna often reflected that she was not “yet” able to believe in everything
that was “in the Bible.” Thus she communicated her problems with her
faith but the word yet kept her committed to the faith, hopeful that
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someday she would be able to believe fully. The idea that childhood was
religiously different was also repeated by some other interviewees.
The Muslim background pupils did not make a difference between their
faith as children or now, as young people. Naado was the only interviewee
who spontaneously referred to the Islamic idea that adolescents should start
to live according to Islam:
Naado: “That’s why, do you know, when I’ll be 15, I will, I have now started to pray
‘cause, usually I pray only three or four times a day, now I pray usually five times a
day, ‘cause, do you know, I want to be a good Muslim and I want God to be proud
of me when I die, you know.” (M1)
That Naado talks about change in practice, not in faith, corresponds to
the Islamic, not Christian, discursive practices. It is, however, interesting
that the other Muslims did not talk about this. There seems to be a per-
spective that the most urgent need to observe Islamic way of life is for
adults with their family.25 Mehdi refers to it in this research (M2). A dis-
course that postpones the beginning of full observance to the future enables
young people to position themselves as Muslims and yet have a relaxed
relationship towards Islamic rules.
Naado also accounted for some changes in other people’s religiosity dur-
ing the shift from childhood to adulthood:
Naado: “If your Mom and Dad [are] Jews and Mom and Dad are Christian or
atheists, or Buddhists, you normally take the religion what they are, you know, ’cause
they teach you, ‘yeah this is right’, but when you are adult, people normally change
religion, for instance many Christians become atheists, many Muslims become
atheists, or not so many, d’oh,26 but like many Christians become Muslims, [… ]
they change religion. When they are adults.” (M1)
Naado, whose mother had converted to Islam, draws here a picture
where people believe in what they are taught to believe in their childhood
but may change or abandon their religion when they are adults. This dis-
cursive practice helps to make sense of her mother’s and possibly other
people’s decisions. However, Naado takes care to describe Islam as a faith
where this does not take place as often as in other faiths, and changing her
religion was not an option for Naado.
When we discussed a suitable age for deciding about one’s religion,
many IRE pupils suggested 12, 15 or 18, ages that appear in the Finnish
Act of Religious Freedom.27 Mohamed referred to the age of 15 as marking
adulthood according to Islam (M7). However, these ages did not have
much personal significance for the participants. All the Muslims rejected
the idea that they would reconsider their religious affiliation:
Amiin: “It’s at 12, isn’t it? Like I’ve been told that you can decide, according to
the law.”
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R: “According to the law. What do you think about it?”
Amiin: “Quite a good age, because then [… ] you have a bit more thoughts.”
Musa: “You like understand more about the world.”
R: “Yes. Have you decided yourselves?”
Amiin: “Yes, I will stay Muslim.”
Musa: “Well, I’d like to be a Muslim. Or I mean I’ve always been one [… ]”
Amiin: “I guess I’ll stay Muslim.” (M4)
My question leads the boys to find suitable discourses to provide an
answer. They know the law and know that it is appropriate to refer to
maturity when deciding about one’s religion. These may be described as
dominant discourses. However, they talk about Islam in terms of
self-evidence.
Of the Protestant background young people, Olli and Niilo resorted to
similar strategies:
R: “Why would that [15 or 18] be a good age?”
(pause)
Olli: “I don’t know.”
Niilo: “That like at 18 your parents aren’t any more like [… ] like, responsible for
you what you do and so on, so it’s your own decision then.”
R: “Mm. Do you think that you will be thinking things over, before that?”
Niilo: “I don’t think so.”
Olli: (whispering) “Me neither.”
R: “Mm. So your decision has been [… ]”
Niilo: “Mm. Stays the same.” (P1)
The pause before Olli’s first answer indicates that the boys were not used
to justifying the ages 15 or 18, they just rephrased what they knew about
the law. Niilo, like Amiin and Musa, then uses the discursive practice of
connecting maturity and religious independence, but neither Olli nor Niilo
have the intention to change their religious affiliation.
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Besides Niilo, Olli, and Susanna, other Protestant background interview-
ees identified themselves more as spiritual seekers. These interviewees did
not want to set specific ages for deciding about their religion:
Anna: “When you really know what you believe in, or of course you don’t
necessarily know even at your thirties, but anyway… If you know already at 12 that
‘I believe’, like, what is it, ‘in Hinduism’, so be my guest.” (P5)
Laura: “I don’t think there is any age classification. In my view you could like, when
you feel like it, then somehow decide or something. In my view like, when you are
ready to decide or something.”
R: “Are you ready yourself?”
Laura: “I don’t know (laughs), I think it’s good like this and, you never know when
you’re older, if it’s going to change.” (P2)
Whereas those who talked about the law implied that the possibility of
deciding about one’s religion was for others, as they had already decided
about theirs, Laura and Anna would have restricted their own position as
religious seekers if they had set a definite age when decisions should
be made.
It is, however, worth noticing that Heikki and Laura expected, or per-
haps even hoped, that confirmation school would make them more
Christian. Heikki, for instance, after the discussion on how his child’s belief
had turned into rationalist scepticism, concluded as follows:
Heikki: “Let’s see after the confirmation school, how it is, how much it will… ” (P3)
Laura, for her part, responded to my question how the first confirmation
school classes had been:
Laura: “Well I am kind of excited about it, I expect that it will be nice, that I will
like it, and then I could go to church more often.” (P2)
It is fairly common among Finnish youth to regard confirmation school
as a pleasant experience.28 Heikki and Laura, however, seem to expect that
they will find something to attach themselves to: Laura says this explicitly
and Heikki implies it by making his comment in an occasion where he has
talked about lost belief and a sense of belonging. Their positions as seekers
are thus characterized by an openness to commitment in the near future.
The Muslim background pupils seemed to regard their religious social-
ization process as something that had already taken place in early child-
hood. Some Protestant background pupils talked about their religious paths
in similar ways whereas others positioned themselves as seekers or talked
about different phases in their lives. My question about the age when one
could decide about one’s religion was intended to provoke some talk about
adolescence or the impact of parents. Partly it did, but partly it just
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revealed how aware the pupils were about the law and its justification.
Religious seekers refused the idea that religious identity should be bound
to a specific age.
Authority and Autonomy
To find out the participants’ discourses about authorities like teachers or
parents, I asked them how they reacted to instructions concerning ways of
life at home and at school. In this section I pay attention to the discursive
practices with which social practices are justified. Sometimes they are not
justified but presented as self-evident. This may reveal that some social
practices are so hegemonic that no further justification is needed.29 There
were some examples of this in the interviews.
When talking about instructions at school, the discursive practices in
both groups were quite similar:
Hakim: “I want to listen to them. [… ] Because at some stage I am going to, will
need those, things.” (M6)
Samira: “If the teacher gives kind of instructions, how to live, so I don’t, kind of…
this is like my life, I can do what I want.” (M5)
Mohamed: “I don’t like it. Like if I was taught to live badly or…”
R: “To live badly?”
Mohamed: “Somehow or how they want to [live] themselves.” (M7)
Olli: “[… ] so it will help me a lot when I get into working life and so on.” (P1)
Heikki: “Depends a bit on the things they say. [… ] They may give good instructions
but also bad ones may appear. [… ] That might happen in some school but I don’t
believe that it’s like that here.” (P3.)
It was common to both recognize the benefit of instructions but also the
right to freedom of choice and the need for critical evaluation of them
when talking about instructions given at school. These may be called dis-
courses of future benefit (Hakim, Olli), autonomy (Samira) and critical
evaluation (Mohamed, Heikki).
However, among Protestant background pupils (but not among Muslim
background pupils) some (P2, P3) used the discourse of autonomy when
talking about instructions at home:
Laura: “I might well say that I don’t want to live in just that way, I want to live
differently and I think then my view should be respected, ’cause it’s about my life
anyway.” (P2)
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Some Lutheran interviewees (P2, P3, P5) justified on the basis of auton-
omy that parents should not provide religious nurture to their children
without the children’s consent:
Anna: “If the child wants that [religion] is taught at home so be it. But it shouldn’t
be like forced.” (P5)
Most of the Protestant background pupils used the discourse of auton-
omy quite consistently. The discourse of future benefit competed with it,
but the discourse of autonomy dominated.
In contrast, the Muslim background pupils’ use of the discourse of auton-
omy was limited even when talking about religious education at school. In
the following excerpt the interviewees change their discursive practice quite
suddenly when we are talking about instructions on life in IRE lessons:
Musa: “You can give hints, do this, do that…”
Amiin: “… but then again if you are forced then it starts to irritate … but if you
want to do so, then it’s a bit easier.”
[… ]
R: “Yes, yes. Well how should one talk about Islamic rules in lessons?”
Amiin: “Like, how that’s done or something like that.”
Musa: “Islamic rules are a bit different because [… ] All the Muslims probably obey
them because [… ] everybody like fears Allah because [… ] He can do anything.
[… ] So if you don’t obey them, you know that you just end up bad.” [Both the boys
continue describing the fate of the disobedient.] (M4)
When I introduce the subject the boys seem to view it as part of school
and continue with the same discursive practice that they employed when
talking about instructions on life at school in general, the discourse of
autonomy. Then, when I use the term Islamic rules they change into
another discursive practice, relying on religious observance.
Among the Muslim interviewees, Yusuf was the keenest to talk about
freedom of choice. For instance, here he first uses the discourse of benefit
but then returns quickly to defending autonomy. The question is about
instructions at school about one’s way of life:
Yusuf: “That would be very good, really. But then doesn’t each person have a life of
his own and live like he/she wants? Why do they teach him/her how, how, how one
should live?”(M2)
Only Yusuf criticized the restrictions of the Islamic way of life:
Then I have this pal, his Dad is a kind of, do you know what a shaykh [elder,
religious authority] is? [… ] When he goes home, he changes clothes under the
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stairs. [… ] That is the kind [of behaviour] I don’t like at all, like Dad or Mom
doesn’t allow [him to choose his own clothing]. [… ] Like you should have kind of
your own [… ] privacy, your own life, so that parents can’t interfere. I can’t tell
Mom to use the scarf. It’s her own life. (M2)
However, this emphasis on autonomy had its limits. First, when Yusuf
talked about the wishes of his mother, he presented obeying them as
self-evident.
Yusuf: “But yes my Mom really lets me do what I want. You know we
are Muslims…”
Mehdi: “Except drink [alcohol].”
Yusuf: “Well okay, of course you mustn’t drink, then I may use earrings although
Muslims normally don’t use earrings.” (M2)
Yusuf: “If I don’t fast, my Mom will shout at me more than ever in my life, because
Mom has like, you have to respect Islam, that this is only once a year that you fast
30 days. [… ] I mean it’s like, Mom has given us our own [… ] that do what you
want but always remember religion first.” (M2)
Yusuf describes his mother as ideal because she does not require him to
obey all Islamic restrictions, but simultaneously justifies certain rules simply
because she has said so. The discourse of autonomy is strong in Yusuf’s
speech, but his loyalty to his mother challenges it.
Another challenge to autonomy in Yusuf’s speech is the discursive prac-
tice emphasizing the decline concerning Islamic practice, a discursive prac-
tice employed by some other Muslim boys as well (M4, M6). In the
following excerpt we are discussing Islam in today’s Finland:
Mehdi: “All the time new rules keep appearing!”
[… ]
R: “What kind of rules?”
Mehdi: “For example, that you don’t have to use a scarf anymore.”
[… ]
Yusuf: “It is not about the Quran… The Quran is the same. But they just think of
new rules of their own.”
Mehdi: “The people add [things]!”
Yusuf: “The people add their own rules from their heads.”
R: “So that it is what it means, modern times.”
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Yusuf: “Yea. ’Cause the Quran hasn’t changed at all, stayed the same. There isn’t a
New or an Old Testament.”
[… ]
Yusuf: “Of course it’s a bad thing, [… ] not the way that you mustn’t use the scarf
any more, you haven’t got to use the scarf any more. The women may do what they
want, the men may do what they want… ” (M2)
Mehdi introduces the idea of decline here, but Yusuf shows that he mas-
ters the discursive practice well when he refers to the Christian’s Old and
New Testament. He blames both women and men for doing what they
want, which conflicts with his normal emphasis on autonomy. Yusuf has
probably absorbed this discursive practice in his sociocultural resources. It
also must have a function for him, at least it helps him construct a position
to judge people who do not follow Islamic practice.
Naado, for her part, also uses the discourse of autonomy, but in a very
different way.
Naado: “Everybody says that God hates people, different people or the like. First, I
don’t, God doesn’t hate anybody, but if you want to [… ] do some haram
[forbidden] things, do, ’cause God gave you brains [… ]! He lets people decide what
they do with their lives. So if you want to believe in God or you don’t want to
believe in God it’s all the same to Him. God doesn’t benefit from whether we are
believers or not.” (M1)
Here Naado defends Islam against a discourse according to which Islam
condemns people who are different. It is not clear who “everybody” is to
whom this discourse is attributed. Naado uses the discourse of autonomy
where people are free to choose the right or the wrong thing. But choosing
wrong is not without consequences. Thus, this discursive practice could be
described as sanctioned autonomy. However, the practice allows Naado to
present Islam in terms of autonomy, which is highly valued among her
peers at school, as has been shown above.
In general, the Muslim background pupils justified the authority of
their parents through sanctions and close relationship (M1), future bene-
fits (M1, M3, M4, M6), or self-evident respect (M1, M2, M5, M7).
Regarding school instruction they used both the discourses of autonomy
and future benefit, just like the Protestant background pupils did when
talking about both school and parents. The prevalence of the discourse of
autonomy is evident, but the analysis of the Muslim pupils’ speech shows
that competing discourses, for instance that of religious observance or the
self-evidence of respecting parents, were stronger among their discursive
practices than their Protestant peers. This shows that in their social real-
ity the parents had the position to guide their lives, but the school not
so much.
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CONCLUSION
Interviewing 19 young people does not provide a representative sample of
young people’s discursive practices in Finland. However, they provide a
glance at some discursive practices in the local community. Many dis-
courses portrayed here can also be identified in broader national and inter-
national debates as well, and the study provides examples of how Finnish
teenagers use them and how these discursive practices compete with each
other in young people’s speech. Thus, the discursive practices are not
entirely individual but are based on sociocultural resources and also pro-
vide evidence about those resources.
The comparison between the Muslim and Protestant background youth
shows that there are some differences and some common features among
their discursive practices. The Muslim pupils positioned themselves as
insiders, whereas most of the Protestant pupils distanced themselves from
religion, although not totally. This difference probably has an effect on how
Muslim and Protestant pupils perceive RE provided by school.
The interviewed Protestant background teenagers recognized the role of
religion more in their lives than their Swedish peers.30 They both acknowl-
edged the religious aspect of festivals like Christmas and used discursive
practices that expressed openness or partial commitment to a religion.
These practices they had probably learnt at home but possibly also within
school’s religious education.
When talking about the formation of religious commitment, the two
groups of youth did not differ from each other drastically. Both referred to
early socialization and informed choice, although only some Protestant
background participants said they still had not made up their minds, and
only Muslim background participants talked about being born into Islam.
As to the authorities, the Protestant background young people used the
discourse of autonomy somewhat consistently, whereas most Muslim
background young people used it only when talking about instructions
given by the school. The authority of the family was thus more impera-
tive for the Muslims than the Protestants. In general, obedience toward
Islamic way of life was very little challenged in their talk. A couple of
discursive practices, namely, defining some issues as small and postponing
full observance of Islamic way of life to a later stage, provided ways to
negotiate the rules.
There was something defensive in the use of the discourse of autonomy
by the Muslim youth. Naado stressed that there is no compulsion in Islam,
in Yusuf’s talk there was a constant pendulum between autonomy and reli-
gious observance, and Mohamed seemed to have reservations toward the
way of life taught by the school. It reveals the struggle of the religious
minority youth, defending one’s own way of life by adopting dominant
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discourses. The discourse of autonomy is probably employed widely within
the Islamic communities in Finland, like in other European Muslim com-
munities.31 Thus, the young people knew ways to use it as a tool
of resistance.
The common features suggest that there are some typical discursive prac-
tices for adolescents. One of them is talking about religion in very concrete
terms, like religious rituals or rules concerning daily life. Second, there is
some tendency toward discursive practices that draw very sharp lines
between what is acceptable and non-acceptable. An example of this is
Naado’s use of a sanctioned version of the discourse of autonomy.
Admittedly, however, some young people avoided this by stressing every-
body’s freedom of choice and their own tolerance. Third, the young people
often provide answers as self-evident and without further arguments. In
some cases, this can be interpreted as a sign of hegemonic practices. In the
case of adolescents, it may also be explained by a lack of resources: the
teenagers have not yet learnt the discursive practices with which certain
things are generally argued for.
Cross-cultural approach provides a nuanced picture on differences
between discursive and social practices among ethnic and religious groups,
but it may also reveal similarities. Dichotomies may thus be avoided. The
role of religious education and Lutheran confirmation schools in fostering
discourses favourable to religion in Finland could be studied further, and
comparative research between Finland and other Nordic countries might
provide more insight into the phenomenon.
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